Present continuous passive

Exercise 4. Write the correct forms or words next to each sentence. ______

German doesn’t teach | isn't being taught in this school this year. ...............................................

The finals are being played | are played today. .................................................................

Be careful. This door is just painting | is just being painted. ...............................................

Sad stories are being published | is being published nowadays. ..............................................

Your car is checked | is being checked. We are working on it. ...............................................

Bananas aren't grown | aren't being grown on our farm this season. ...........................................

The new iPhones are sold | are being sold today for the first time. ............................................

The information is being sent by | with a computer. ...........................................................

A lot of modern art is showing | is being shown at this exhibition. ...........................................

Look, hippos are fed | are being fed over there. .................................................................

The same colours are being worn | are wearing at this party. ...............................................

My colleague is investigated | is being investigated for fraud. ...............................................
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German doesn't teach | isn't being taught in this school this year.  

The finals are being played | are played today.  

Be careful. This door is just painting | is just being painted.  

Sad stories are being published | is being published nowadays.  

Your car is checked | is being checked. We are working on it.  

Bananas aren't grown | aren't being grown on our farm this season.  

The new iPhones are sold | are being sold today for the first time.  

The information is being sent by | with a computer.  

A lot of modern art is showing | is being shown at this exhibition.  

Look, hippos are fed | are being fed over there.  

The same colours are being worn | are wearing at this party.  

My colleague is investigated | is being investigated for fraud.